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On the Korovkin closure 
V. KOMORNIK 
Let X be a topological space and denote by C(X) the vector lattice of all con-
tinuous real functions defined on X. Given a linear subspace §><^C(X), we denote 
by $o, as usual, the set of all ^-bounded, continuous functions: 
So = { /€C(Z) : B A i . M S with h s / s h2}. 
We define the Korovkin closure of frj as the set of all functions / € § 0 having the fol-
lowing property: "For every net (£;),• of positive linear maps L{. £)„-*-§„ such 
that L.h converges to h pointwise on X for all LJalso converges to / point-
wise on X." 
We denote the Korovkin closure of the linear subspace § by Kor (§). The fol-
lowing inclusions are obvious: 
S c K o r ( § ) c § 0 c C ( I ) . 
This paper is devoted to the characterization of Kor (§) in some general cases. 
We shall extend some results of H . BAUER [1] and K . DONNER [2]. 
To formulate our theorems, we recall the definition due to H. Bauer, of the 
space of S-affine functions. This space, denoted by consists of all /€£j 0 satisfying 
the equality 
sup h s / } = inf h s / } . 
We shall prove: 
T h e o r e m 1. If X is locally compact and Hausdorjf, then for all linear subspaces 
§ of C(X) the following identity holds: 
Kor (S) = 
R e m a r k 1. This identity was proved by H. BAUER [1], Theorem 3.3, in the 
special case when the linear subspace § is adapted, i.e. satisfies the following three 
conditions: 
(i) S = where = h i- 0}, 
(ii) MxdX 3hx£$>: hx(x) ^ 0, 
(iii) 3 V e > 0: the closure of {t£X: \h(t)\ > £• |fcx(0l> i s compact 
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R e m a r k 2. Recently K. DONNER [2] proved a general theorem which can be applied 
to our situation when $ 0 is a vector lattice. But Sj0 is a vector lattice if and only if 
S j = § + — §+ . Thus Donner's result yields that special case of our theorem when the 
linear subspace § satisfies the condition § = § + — 
Theorem 1 will be got as a special case of the following more general one: 
T h e o r e m 2. If X is a topological space and § is a linear subspace of C(X), 
then each of the following five conditions implies the identity Kor ( § ) = § : 
(a) X is locally compact and totally regular, 
(b) 
(c) dim 
(d) all the functions in § are bounded, 
(e) each point of X has a neighbourhood in the weak topology, induced by 
C(X), where all the functions from § are bounded. 
In the proof we shall use the following lemma, essentially proved by H. Bauer: 
L e m m a . For any g£ f j 0 , xdX and c^R such that 
sup {h(x ) : g ^ c s inf {h(x): g 
there exists a positive linear functional ¡x: §0-»R with 
(A) fi(g) = c, and 
(B) n(h) = h(x) for all 
P r o o f (compare with [1; 2.2 Lemma]). On § 0 the map /»-•inf {h(x): 
is a sublinear functional p. This functional majorizes the linear form X-g^-X-c 
defined on the linear subspace of § 0 generated by g. The Hahn—Banach theorem 
hence implies the existence of a linear form \i on § 0 satisfying (A) and the relation 
f i ^ p . (B) and the positivity of /i follow from this latter inequality. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. The relation i j c K o r (§) is well-known (see [1], 
Corollary 1.3). Conversely, we shall show that given any § 0 \ § , S does not 
belong to Kor (§). 
As condition (e) is weaker than conditions (a), (c), (d), we treat only cases 
(b) and (e). 
Because of there is a point x£X and a number c£R such that 
sup {fc(x): g a / ,£§} < c < inf {h(x): g ^ c * g(x). 
Let us fix by the above Lemma a positive linear functional ¡i satisfying (A) and (B). 
By the relation g€£>0\§> we can choose a function h0 with 
(C) /i0<E§, / i „ S 0, ft0(x) > 1. 
(Indeed, for any functions hlth2£9), h^g^h2 we have h2—h1^0 and h2(x) — 
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If condition (b) is satisfied, fix a neighbourhood base 3d of x in the weak topology 
induced by C{X) so as to satisfy 
(D) h0(t) > 1 for any te U£t%. 
If condition (e) is satisfied, fix a neighbourhood base 38 of x in the weak topology 
induced by C(X), satisfying over and above (D) also the following condition: 
(E) Each function from § is bounded on each element of 38. 
Assign to every U£3S a function qv£C(X) such that 
(F) O s i j s l , qv(x) = 1, qv(t) = 0 for all t£X\U. 
(This is possible because the weak topology is totally regular.) 
For U£38 and / € § 0 we define 
Lvf= /*(/) • qv+f-f- <lu-
Obviously, Lv\ §0—C(X) is a positive linear map. Moreover, Lu: § 0 - » § 0 is also 
true: being § 0 a linear subspace, this will follows from the two relations q ^ h o 
and f - q ^ t o (for all U£38 and /€§„) . The first relation follows from (C), (D) 
and (F): 0 ^ q u ^ h a . If condition (b) is satisfied, then there is an h£9> with —/zS 
s f - ^ h from which we get — h ^ f - q u ^ h , proving the second relation. If condi-
tion (e) is satisfied, then / • qv is bounded by (E), (F) and vanishes on X\U then 
there is therefore by (C) and (D) a real number d with —d-h^f-qu^d-h0. Hence 
again § 0 . 
Finally, take the net (Lu)uesl of positive linear maps Lü: §0—5j0. An easy 
computation shows that the net (Luh)uees converges to h pointwise (moreover uni-
formly) on X for all h£§> (n(h)=h(x) by (B)), but the net (Lug)ui3i does not con-
verge to g pointwise on X because ((Lug)(x))ue^ is a constant net with the constant 
H(g)—c^g(x) by (A). Thus g does not belong to the Korovkin closure of § and 
the theorem is proved. 
R e m a r k . The results of this paper (and the proofs) remain valid if we replace 
pointwise convergence by uniform convergence on the compact subsets of X in the 
definition of the Korovkin closure. The author wishes to thank Dr. Z. Sebestyén 
for having followed with attention these investigations. 
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